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A power nap is a good counterpoint to everyday stress. Even if it only lasts a few minutes, it

works miracles. It strengthens the nerves, the ability to concentrate and keeps you healthy. This

book shows all the necessary steps for a Power Nap to be 100% successful and helps to get

more energy and health. Questions such as the benefit of the naps, when, where and how it

should be done will be answered in detail.
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overstrain and burn-out are increasingly occurring phenomena in today's society. These can

sometimes lead to high blood pressure and to the weakening of the immune system. Even with

10—30 minutes of napping, the so-called power nap, these symptoms can be removed or

counteracted. The secret lies in the relaxation that comes with sleep in between. After that, the

body is more rested, the mood is uplifted and the general condition improves.The generations

before us have already indulged themselves in the midday sleep. Was it possible, that they laid

down after eating lunch to sleep.? It is assumed that for this reason this generation was more

relaxed and in a better mood than we are today.Power Nap: Everything speaks for it — nothing

against it. That's why you should take care of your daily lunch sleep.In this book you will learn

everything you need to know to prepare and implement your power naps optimally.Chapter 1

Basic knowledge Power NapRecreational sleep is not an invention of modern times. In famous

paintings by the old masters there is always the motif of the sleeping person during the day.

The 1565 painting ‘The Harvesters’ by Pieter Bruegel the Elder (exhibition venue The

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York) shows farmers eating, sleeping and resting. Others, on

the other hand, pursue their work on a very hot day. Sleeping in public spaces while waiting for

something, for example, was still considered normal just two generations ago.Unfortunately, in

today's society it is no longer socially acceptable to power nap during working hours. Naps are

generally frowned upon and few have the courage to indulge in it. It is often regarded as a sign

of weakness and therefore it is avoided. One wants to be productive and look good in front of

others. You workday and night and take care of your own health. Some people don't take a

break at all during the day, as they think they can make better progress. But it is precisely in

this thinking that lies the mistake. You can only work efficiently if the body and mind are in the

sound. That's why it's so important to treat yourself and give yourself enough breaks.At

present, various organizations around the world have failed to introduce office sleep, because

good will is slowed down by the collective bad conscience. You don't sleep at work, especially

in front of your colleagues.Against this background, executives have a double chance to

establish power napping in operation. They benefit themselves from the short-term recovery

sleep and their employees also. It can be assumed that implementation leads to a change in

interaction with each other and to greater respect and appreciation of the individual.



Communication among each other will benefit from this. One indication that this may be so is a

study by Dr. William D. S. Killgore, Associate Professor of Psychology, Harvard Medical School.

Too little sleep causes a bad mood and a destructive coexistence: There is simply a lack of

emotional intelligence.Increased performance, increased concentration and decision-making,

faster processing of complex tasks, increased creativity and an increased resilience are good

arguments for the use of short-term sleep.Those who rush themselves and who suffer from

constant stress need methods to get rid of its negative consequences. This is where napping

comes in. As naps should last only about 20 minutes and provides optimal relaxation, it is

perfect for relieving stress.What is a Power Nap?Many people wonder what a Power Nap really

is. A power nap is essentially a short sleep which restores. If someone has nodded in for a few

minutes, then bending the head down — the typical posture for a short-term sleep — is meant.

The best time to keep this short nap is usually between 12:00 and 15:00. In this period,

conductivity is the lowest in many people. With a Power Nap you can recharge the energy

storage.The midday low is more influenced by body rhythms than by the digestion of lunch.The

energy curve of the day looks in most people, as shown in the sketch. Typical is a decrease in

performance at lunchtime. Chronobiologists have disproved the popular belief that this is

related to the midday. The power curve follows the inner biorhythm: However, additional

digestion increases the energy drop. Thus, the observation of previous generations is already

correct, only today we know more details regarding the origin. In three-group trials, participants

received at lunchtime a) nothing to eat, b) a light diet and c) heavy food. The subjects of all

three groups had a lunchtime sleep on their own. The decisive difference was the duration of

the nap. People who had eaten something slept 90 minutes, while fasting slept only 30

minutes. Both are basically good sleep lengths. 30 minutes is the maximum time for a nap

before falling into deep sleep. 90 minutes is an entire sleep cycle with all four sleep phases.

This attempt was published in the Sleep Journal in 1995 by Gary Zammit, head of the Sleep

Disorder Institute in New York.The Power Nap is defined as a short-term sleep and therefore

does not last as long as the night sleep. The most common forms are 10-30 minutes. This

short time is enough to stimulate and execute a variety of processes that increase

performance. The ultimate time span for a Power Nap is seen in the duration of a complete

sleep cycle — about 1.5 hours. The lowest limit is about five minutes.For Power Nap there are

some other common expressions: power nap, short-term sleep, nap, mini sleep, power-sleep,

doze, siesta, inemuri or energy sleep.By contrast, chilling so popular today is not a nap. It is a

rest without sleeping, and thus does not have the same profound effect as a Power Nap.What

are the benefits of napping?A short nap is not a replacement for the night's sleep, but it is

astonishing the enormous positive effect of a relatively short daytime sleep on the organism

the brain and the mood. If we take about 20 minutes to doze off, then nature gives us a whole

range of advantages. Medical research is evidence of the health effect of power napping.Short-

term sleep decreases blood pressure and body temperature. Hormonal changes are made,

which give us the right kick for the afternoon after sleep.Decades of research at the Harvard

School of Public Health have shown that regular siesta (3 x 30 minutes per week) lowers the

risk of heart attack by up to 37%. The long-term study included 24,000 people in Greece. The

effect is achieved, among other things, because stress hormones are vastly reduced during

sleep and blood pressure and heart rhythm is able to recover.
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